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On March 5, 2011, I interviewed Doug Axe. Doug has been involved in his 
community ever since he was in high school, at St Marys Memorial High. He 
participated in Good Fellows. Good Fellows is a volunteer event that helps those 
during thanksgiving as well as Christmas. The community gathers together to 
prepare meals as well as gifts for those families in need. His involvement in the 
schools increased as the years went on. He is involved in the Drama club where he 
builds the sets as well as prepares the audio for the play. His community involvement 
doesn't just consist of helping the school is also includes community events such as 
Summerfest, Dance school, TLC learning center, DJ Service, and his job. 
To begin Doug worked at Kmart while he was in high school and carried out 
every task possible. Looking back on his first job, he really enjoyed helping 
customers find items; load up their vehicles with large products. He enjoyed working 
at Kmart, but later worked a summer job for the City of St Marys in the park. They 
would do anything from painting: fences, dug outs, and buildings. He would mulch 
and mow the grass in the park so everyone can enjoy a nice clean park. Doug is now 
employed at NKTelco, in New Knoxville. It's a cable company for the city of New 
Knoxville as well as many more cities around them. Doug records all different types 
of sports for the company as well as mandates the channels for the community. With 
his knowledge and the technology, they are able to broadcast live feeds of sporting 
events over the air for those who cant make the game or live in a different state to 
watch their grandchild or family member play live rather than having to watch it 
after the event took place. Doug plans on to continue his career at NKTelco once he 
is done with school at Rhodes State University. 
Outside of work, Doug has his own DJ service which he started back in high 
school, with coffee cans as lights and the basics. Today he has broadened his lights 
and materials needed to present dances, weddings, and other events in the 
community. Doug has added the photo booth to his DJ services and it has become a 
blast for children to enjoy at weddings as well as memories for the newly weds. 
Doug's greatest advertisement for weddings is word of mouth. He has had 
approximately 70 weddings that he has DJ. The work involved in being a DJ for a 
wedding is tremendous. It starts with gathering the information of what the couple 
wants as well as the alignment of all the wedding party, and the understanding of the 
contract. Gathering the list of music for the wedding can be hectic if you have to 
download the new songs that you don't have. 
His DJ services also take place at family gatherings and invite community 
members. These events are big screen games as well as Bruce-a- Palooza during 
Summerfest. Doug finds himself busy during the games helping the kids with making 
cotton candy, hot dogs, and popcorn so they can enjoy the event, if they don't like 
watching football . This event is well fitted for all ages to enjoy. The annual event at 
Bruce-a-Palooza, Doug donates his speakers and lights for a band to come in as well 
as broadcast announcements and take pictures of the event. He also has his big 
screen available for movies later in the night for the friends, family, and community 
to enjoy. 
Doug has been a volunteer fire fighter for our Township. Recently they have 
been busy saving people from the flood we had. He had a full day of work evacuating 
people from their homes as well as clearing out a cat nursery with high water. Doug 
told me that it's a great feeling saving those in distress and knowing that you made a 
difference. He may show up to a burning house or a major wreck, but knows what is 
asked of him in order to save the lives of others. 
Time is one aspect that is hard to manage when you are involved in some 
many events and programs. Doug is one who is capable of managing his time 
needed to meet deadlines as well as devote his time to different events. He also 
reaches out to others for their help. Doug also shared with me that you must at least 
go out their and try new things and not be afraid to get involved. Like he said you 
just show up start helping out with the small things and get your name out their and 
to know people and gradually your involved in the event more. Some events may be 
for you and some may not, but at least you went out and tried it. He added that you 
can also join friends to participate in events or organizations. His greatest 
achievement is the satisfaction he gets from each event and the expressions on 
everyone's faces for his involvement weather that is weddings, games, plays, or 
dances. 
Doug is involved in working at Cedar Point as a Screamster. Him and the 
other employees work during Halloween, known there as Halloweekends. They go 
out and scare the kids throughout the park. It's a thrilling event where you can be as 
creative as you want and the more enthusiasm you have; the more involvement and 
reaction you will get from the audience. Doug shared with me the mass amount of 
friends he has made while being involved in this gathering event as well as 
introducing it to friends. He motivates people to get involved. Doug also provides 
memory DVD's for the events he puts on. Events such as weddings, Screamsters, 
dances, TLC graduation, and Summerfest provide the community and those 
involved in the event to hold on to something and re-live the memory they made. It's 
like they say a picture is worth a thousand words. Doug gives back to the events at he 
participates in with movies and slideshows of those involved so they can be shared 
with the family and loved ones. 
I appreciated taking the time and having an interview with Doug Axe. I knew 
he was active in many events, but didn't realize the behind the scenes work it took to 
make everything run so smooth and the dedication it took for that. It's great to see 
and have a friend in my life that is very active in his community as well as motivate 
me and others to do the same and do their part. Doug has made a difference for the 
people of his community. I'm proud to have close ties with him and know he is 
willing to help anyone out as well as be a positive role model to look up to. 
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0:00:18-0:00:44 
Doug has lived in St. Marys his whole life. He has one brother, Corey and his 
parents are Steve and Carol Axe. He has always been active in the community. He 
likes to help others out. 
Keywords: 
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0:00:44-0:01: 15 
He feels it's not that hard to get involved. You just need to get out there and see what [v 1 
groups are doing what. Just throw in a hand to help out. Do this and do that; just .-l 
kind of jump in there . He helps with multiple things. He just started hanging around 
and eventually someone will notice you, notice you're a hard worker, and ask you to 
go on from their and hit up some stuff and help out more and more. 
Keywords: 
0:01:15-0:02:04 
Good Fellows 
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Tech crew 
Tech director 
Doug first got started in the community work back in High School. They use to do 
Good Fellows where he helped out with food drives for thanksgiving for the 
community and other people. High School plays, he was always on tech crew set 
design, set construction. Doug built multiple things which later on led to him being 
the technical director for the high school productions that they currently have. Just 
pretty much jumped in there. Doug really enjoyed helping out with the good fellows 
as far as collecting presents, wrapping them, delivering them out to all the needy 
families. It was a good experience. 
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0:02:04-0:03:54 
Doug has always worked out in the community. Doug's fustjob was working at 
Kmart. He really enjoys helping other people. He worked there three years . From 
Kmart he worked for the City of St Marys. We worked for the parks department and [ ~, E] 
they did a variety of things anywhere from mowing grass to cleaning up, emptying 
trash out, and cleaning bathrooms. A neat project Doug reflects on that they did was 
building play ground equipment sets. Doug was there over the two summers. Doug 
enjoyed seeing the reactions from the kids as well as misses the job and the fun 
expenence. 
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Doug is currently working for NKTelco which is a telephone, cable, Internet 
Company in New Knoxville, Ohio. They offer telephone, internet, cable TV, and 
wireless internet to six towns currently and in the wireless service Marion, Ohio; plus 
adding new wireless towers everywhere. They have towers in Lima, W apak, and 
Minster. Just a better serve the area and provide internet access to rural areas where 
they have nothing other than dial up, which is slow internet. The company is trying 
to get them on 21st century here and get them going the best we can. You learn a lot [ 'V' J 
from doing this kind of work. Also with NKTelco we go out and actually film 60 
high school basketball games total between regular and tournament. Random 
volleyball games, softball, baseball, volleyball. They air all those programs on a local 
channel three on our cable system. Where they go out film them all, timed delay 
twice when it comes back into our office. They also stream it live to the internet 
while the game is happening. It's been a really beneficial thing. Lots of people really 
enjoy it. With the web streaming, people can actually, the grandparent's of the kids 
who go down to Florida for the winter or live somewhere else can watch the game 
live on the internet. While its happing and call afterwards, touch base with what 
happened. Pretty much the grandparents tell the kids how proud they are. We've 
received multiple calls about how much people really enjoy that and just like how we 
do things there. Doug installs cable TV service for people. He is out there one on one 
with the customers in their homes. Talking to them finding the best way to run the 
wires, what's going to look best for them, fmding out how they want things done? Its 
just amazing the amount of people you meet out there. Even community events out 
there, like for Minster they have the Octoberfest. We run cable TV to their multiple 
tents so they can watch the Buckeye games. At the Pumpkinfest in New Bremen we 
run cable TV wires and telephone so they can watch some other various games on 
TV plus they have telephone and internet for upgrading giant pumpkin weights. We 
also made a documentary of the giant pumpkin pie they just created this past year. 
Just to document that in history and also that footage was also used on the History 
Channel during their Modern Marvels Giant Foods Episodes. 
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0:6:34-0:8:57 
Doug started his own DJ Service while he was still in High School. He started out 
with the cheapest type of equipment, coffee cans for lights and cheap speakers. He r ~< l 
has been a DJ for about ten to twelve years. He now has upgraded his equipment and L 
has three complete sets for any type of event. He began his work by just volunteering 
and doing freebie work for community events. Doug also made his own photo booth 
this past year to add to his DJ service. His customers are satisfied with his work as 
well as the excitement with the photo booth. 
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0:8:57-0:15:44 
Doug is also a volunteer fire fighter for the St. Marys Township for five years. He 
explains what it takes and the true values of being a fire fighter. How your relied on I~:_ 
by those in need and how much of a difference you make in that person's life. He Lt 
explains the recent call out they had with the flood that swept St. Marys. He goes in 
detail about the emotions people dealt with and having to save them by boat as well 
as save cats from a shelter in a farm house. The fire department was on call all day 
helping those in need to get to safety. 
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0:15:44- 0:20:00 
Doug has been working for Cedar Point for the past eight years during 
Halloweekends. He is what you call a Screamster, which is those crazy people that 
dress up in costume and go out and scare the guest on the midways. The employees 
can be as creative as you want or not, but to get that good quality scare you just need 
to go all out you know be as crazy as possible, get out there jump around, spin [ E j 
around, and be unique be yourself. Doug enjoys working with the group of 
employees and meets new ones every year. It's a great time to make new friends. 
There are 200 to 300 co workers just for screamsters. The park employs 4,000. Doug 
explains how they prepare for the night ahead and just to get everyone to have a 
blast. The workers join during the off seasons each month just to stay in contact and [ v l 
to have a great time. Doug has done some advertising work for the company as well. 
Doug also makes DVD's for each of the employees of the season ofHalloweekends 
as well as a slide show of all the people in costume. 
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0:20:00-23:35 
Doug stressed the main obstacle being trying to find time to do everything. With 
being a DJ, working at NKtelco, a part time student at Rhodes State College, Fire l 
Department and community events such as Summerfest. Currently now, he is kind ..J 
of slow not doing as much of some of the things like the fire department I still attend 
the runs, but the meetings and stuff I cant make it to unfortunate due to school. His 
education comes first right now. He plans to get active again with the groups he is in 
once his schooling is out of the way. 
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0:23:35-0:25:56 
Doug shares with use the role of being a DJ for a wedding and what is expected of 
out of you as well as the process . He is also involved with St. Marys City Schools. [ v J 
He's the technical director out there so anything that comes in sound, lights, 
microphones, people don't know how to run an auditorium, curtains, He builds the 
sets as well as run the background work as the play is being presented. 
Keywords: 
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0:25:56-28:43 
Doug talks about the role of being the tech director for the school as well as the plays 
the high school just put on. He also taught the middle school staff how to use the [ j 
new technology for the plays and sound board. If any problems come across , Doug is .....; 
the first person called to fix the issue. Doug makes himself available for most people 
24/ 7. I just try to fmd time. 
Keywords: 
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0:28:43- 0:31:07 
Doug talks about his college career and the degrees he was going for. After high 
school, he was going for computer network engineering, and then decided to try law 
enforcement. He worked for the college as a work study. He was responsible for [ v l 
setting up projectors carts in classrooms and getting things ready, projector screens, 
also video taping presentations for their online classes the college offers. Doug took 
some years off of school due to getting tired of the drive and it burnt him out of 
dealing with it. He later decided to go back to school and thankful that he did and 
went back for his original degree of computer networking engineering. I have four 
classes left and should be done. 
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0:31:07-0:32:28 
The biggest event that Doug devotes his time to is Summerfest. It all started with him 
just going up there year after year helping out with the small things which later got 
his name out and people to know him. He later became a Chairman of a couple [ ~ 
events. He is in charge of photography and videography for the summerfest now. He Rj 
makes the random commercials that get aired on WLIO the Lima stations here, 
which is really fun and neat. His DJ Service goes towards events such as: The 
summerfest Queen Paginate, the little miss paginate, are both held at the high school 
in St. Marys .. Also, there are a few events, the belt sander races and backseat driver. 
Doug is there for Summerfest from Thursday until Sunday 
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0:32:28- 0:43:53 
Yep Yep, I do a little bit of work for them, but the biggest people I work for would be 
Kristina's Dance Escape and also Ronda's Vow's School of dance in New Bremen. 
Their both really big dance companies and its amazing what these girls can do, the 
teachers and kids in the studio. Actually, for Kristina's dance I edit all of their music. [ v J 
Doug gets about 40 CD's all at one time where he mixes and edits songs for the 
dances. From that on, they take the music that they play for the recitals, practices. 
The TLC Learning Center is another event that Doug participates in at the high 
school. It's like a pre-school class here that does a grade graduation every year at the 
end at the high school in June or July. He makes a slide show of all the students and 
events that took place during that year. The parents and everyone loves it. 
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0:43:53-45:19 
Doug is a member of the Holy Rosary Catholic Church here in St. Marys. Some of 
the events that he devotes his DJ service are church picnics. Last one he did was at 
the fair grounds. They had some singers that came in. Some square dancing and [t J 
square dancing people come in which was really neat. It was a challenge kind of 
because they all had their own equipment and wanted him to tie it into his 
equipment too to make it work. Seeing all the families that Doug knows, the people 
you see in church are thanking you for your help and dedication for making the 
event better. 
Keywords : 
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0:45:19-0:50:55 
Doug is involved in weddings as he stated he has probably done a good 60 to 70 
weddings total. It's been quiet a few. Doug does very little advertising. It's all been 
word of mouth. He has never had a bad complaint from one person yet. It's just 
amazing how much people like it and not bad complains ever. Biggest thing is 
though some people don't like it but any music with profanity, Doug won't play. 
Unfortunately, it makes him look bad as a company. Maybe they want to hear it, yet 
the grandparents there don't want to hear it. 
Keywords: 
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0:50:55-55:05 
Doug goes way out with the parties at his house for buckeye games and well as reds 
games. It allows friends , family, and the community to get together and have a great 
time. Usually we will have 60 to 70 people show up just to watch the Buckeye game [ V 1 
on the big screen. The screen is huge. It's ten feet tall by twenty feet wide, projectors 
up on it. What Doug does in the garage is help kids out making snow cones, cotton 
candy, and makes popcorn. It's amazing how much kids actually enjoy making these 
things themselves. Doug spends the majority of the time helping the kids out and 
seeing their reactions of having a great time. Many of them are his little cousins, 
some of the neighbor kids. Even have the police officers stopped over sometimes, not 
to yell at us, but to enjoy in the festivities. 
Keywords: 
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0:55:05-0:58:29 
Doug helps out at the school with after prom. He helps set up the fun activities for 
the kids as well as run them. He really enjoys being active in the school system. He [R l 
reflects on his years of attending after prom and the blast he had. He wants the same 
experience for the high school students today. 
Keywords: 
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0:58:29-1:00:55 
Doug stresses the point about making a difference for people is the biggest thing. The 
satisfaction you get from doing something like that. It's just amazing. If anyone ever r. l 
needs help you know just get out there and things you go to like Doug says just ask L" ..J 
around, helping out, if it takes just picking up trash, get involved. Start doing that, 
eventually someone will notice you and hey what's up? Who are you? Let's go do 
this? Want to help out more? Let's do this? The more and more you help out, the 
more and more people begin to notice you. It's just amazing and you see your 
friends, family, you know pull them in. 
Keywords: 
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1:00:55-1:1:01:16 
This is the final closing of the interview with Doug. He shares his words of wisdom [ ".! "1 
and appreciates the time for having an interview with me as well as possibly helping 
out in the future. 
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Masonbrink: Hello my name is Adam Masonbrink, and I'm here with Doug Axe 
today and we're going to talk about how his involvement in the St. Marys 
Community has progressed throughout the years. Doug, I want to thank you for 
taking the time out of your day. 
Axe: Thank You, Adam for the opportunity for you to interview me. I actually feel 
honored sir. 
Masonrbink: Thank You, Let's start off Doug and tell me about your childhood, 
your family, as well as your experience growing up here in St. Marys. 
Axe: Well, I have lived in St. Marys my whole life. I have one brother, Corey and 
my parents are Steve and Carol Axe. Pretty much lived in the same home my entire 
life. Always been active in the community, I like to help others out. It's always go to 
do I figure. 
Masonbrink: So at a young age do you think that it's hard for many people to get 
involved or just what does it take? 
Axe: Really, I don't think it's that hard to get involved. You just need to get out there 
and see what groups are doing what. Just throw in a hand to help out. Do this and 
do that; just kind of jump in there. I help with multiple things. More less, just started 
hanging around and eventually someone will notice you, notice you're a hard 
worker, and ask you to go on from their and hit up some stuff and help out more and 
more. 
Mason brink: Okay, So what kind of events did you first start out with? Like what 
was your most beginning in your community event or organization that you started? 
Axe. First of all it was back in high school, we use to do Good Fellows where we 
helped out with food drives for thanksgiving for the community and other people. 
High School plays I was always on tech crew set design, set construction. We built 
multiple things which later on led to me being the technical director for the high 
school productions that we currently have. Just pretty much jumped in there. I really 
enjoyed helping out with the good fellows as far as collecting presents, wrapping 
them, delivering them out to all the needy families. It was just a really good 
experience. I enjoyed it a lot. 
Masonbrink: Now do you think any of your work experiences have also been 
involved or go hand in hand with your community? 
Axe: well, pretty much I've always worked out in the community. Growing up when 
I was in high school, my first job was working at Kmart actually which is community 
based, your helping other people. It's a place for people to come and shop. I actually 
worked there three years and I did a variety of things anywhere from stocking 
shelves, taking money, unloading semi-trucks, pretty much you riame any job there I 
pretty much did it and also I enjoyed the most was helping people taking things out 
to their vehicles. Figuring how are we going to fit this in here. How do you get this in 
a car? (Both Laugh) It's always interesting I like interacting with people. From 
Kmart next I would have to say I worked for the City ofSt Marys. For a few 
summers, it was college help. We worked for the parks department and there we did 
a variety of things anywhere from mowing grass to cleaning up, emptying trash out, 
and cleaning bathrooms . Pretty much anything in the park we did. A neat project we 
did was actually building play ground equipment sets. Over the two summers I was 
there, we build five different big giant playground set that you see in the parks and it 
was really neat seeing how the pieces how it comes together and afterwards you see 
how the kids enjoy it and out their playing on it. It's just amazing. It's a lot of fun; I 
really enjoy helping out with the community there. And it was just ... really kind of 
missing it a little bit. It was a fun experience. 
Mason brink: Well, that's good 
Doug: unfortunately you grow up and move to bigger and better things. 
Masonbrink: Yeah, so what do you do now as your occupation job? 
Doug: Currently now I work for NKTelco which is a telephone, cable, Internet 
Company in New Knoxville, Ohio. We offer like I said again telephone, internet, 
cable TV, and wireless internet to six towns currently and in the wireless service 
Marion, Ohio; plus we are adding new wireless towers everywhere. We have one in 
Lima, Wapak, and Minster. Just a better serve the area and provide internet access 
to rural areas where they have nothing other than dial up, which is slow internet. 
We are trying to get them on 21st century here and get them going the best we can. 
You learn a lot from doing this kind of work. Also with NKTelco we go out and 
actually film 60 high school basketball games total between regular and tournament. 
Random volleyball games , softball, baseball, volleyball. We actually air all those 
programs on a local channel three on our cable system. Where we go out film them 
all, timed delay twice when it comes back into our office. We also stream it live to 
the internet while the game is happening. It's been a really beneficial thing. Lots of 
people really enjoy it. With the web streaming, people can actually, the 
grandparent's of the kids who go down to Florida for the winter or live somewhere 
else can watch the game live on the internet. While its happing and call afterwards, 
touch base with what happened. Pretty much the grandparents tell the kids how 
proud they are. We've received multiple calls about how much people really enjoy 
that and just like how we do things there. As far as being out there, I've installed 
cable TV service for people internet. You're out there one on one with the customers 
in their homes. Talking to them finding the best way to run the wires , what's going to 
look best for them, fmding out how they want things done? Its just amazing the 
amount of people you meet out there. Even community events out there , like for 
Minster they have the Octoberfest. We run cable TV to their multiple tents so they 
can watch the Buckeye games. At the Pumpkinfest in New Bremen we run cable TV 
wires and telephone so they can watch some other various games on TV plus they 
have telephone and internet for upgrading giant pumpkin weights. We also made a 
documentary of the giant pumpkin pie they just created this past year. Just to 
document that in history and also that footage was also used on the History Channel 
during their Modem Marvels Giant Foods Episodes. 
Masonbrink: Very Interesting. Now I hear you're also aDJ. Can you elaborate like 
what you do in your side job of being a DJ? 
Axe: Yeah, I actually own and operate my own DJ business. I have probably four to 
five people that help me out in doing this. I started back in high school, I believe my 
freshman year. It was actually quiet a few years ago actually. I'd have to say I've 
been DJing for probably ten years already ten or twelve years actually. Started out 
small had some cheap stuff, coffee can lights; really nothing great, just some small 
speakers and stuff. Now I got up to the big boy toys. I have three full sets ofDJ 
equipment anything from a small setup to a large setup. Pretty much any size event I 
can handle to an amount with no problem. But then again, starting out you does a 
lot of freebie work here and there in the community. You do it for churches, festivals , 
and in fact I still do some free work for Summerfest in the park. Church picnics I go 
and DJ free for those. There are some benefit dances, fundraisers for good causes I 
go out a Dj for those. Pretty much it's the free work that usually helps you get your 
name out there and around, and plus your helping people in need which is also a 
really good thing. Sometimes the events can't pay a whole lot of money, but you 
know it's really not that, it's just seeing the smile on people's faces out there and the 
people that really can't afford your service you just go out there and help them out by 
lending your hand. Also help them make a little bit of money for a good cause. 
DJing is amazing how it progressives. From the coffee can lights to small setups to 
LED lighting, effect lighting, even now to a photo booth I take out to weddings; 
which is really unique piece. You would be amazed how many people love the photo 
booth. Kids are smiling. Families are having fun. It's just the compliments you get 
people really like it. It's a great affect and a great thing to bring to a wedding. It's 
really getting big in the area and it's actually rented out about every weekend in June 
and July. It's crazy. So, if you ever need a job working, Adam, let me know. (Both 
Laugh) 
Masonbrink: there we go! 
Axe: can always use help. 
Masonrbink: I know you're always busy with that. So, as along as you have been 
doing DJing and everything and working at NKTelco; you're also a volunteer 
fireman for the township. So elaborate really what all do you guys do and maybe you 
know what are some past events you attended that are old stories or fues you had? 
Axe: I am a fue fighter forSt Marys Township Fire Department. It's been five years, 
I've got my five year pin at our past association banquet. Being a fire fighter a lot of 
people like it for the fame and the glory, but I just like it more or less because helping 
someone in the greatest time of need. You think a house is on fire or even a car 
accident, you know that person needs you the most, or needs to be someone there to 
help them. We do anything from directing traffic for an accident, helping people out, 
putting out brush fues , car fues, house fues, even bum complaints like someone is 
burning a pile of leaves we'll go out and take care of it and put it out, just to keep 
peace between the neighbors. I've been to pretty much any kind of accidents. Some 
you don't want to be at. There is some bad stuff that happens out there, 
unfortunately. 
Masonrbink: you just have to deal with it. 
Axe: You just have to deal with it and get past it and sometimes it's not the easiest to 
do, but. Usually there's not too much of that though, but the good stuff. Really find it 
interesting in some of the stuff we have to go out and do. This past week actually we 
had a big flood that came to St. Marys here and pretty much turned into an all day 
event. The fire pager went off at 7:45 in the morning. I didn't get home until around 
eight o'clock at night. First of all it started out going to Hex landing which is off of 
Lake St. Marys. There was flooding and all the homes out in that sub division and 
the trailers were actually under water. Well not quiet under water, but they had 
about six inches of water into the houses across most of the floors which is never a 
good thing. From then on, we got our ice water rescue suits we had to put on 
because the water was freezing being this time of the year that it is. We had buses to 
transport people to the shelter they set up a west school and some other area 
locations . The Red Cross came in and set those up for us. Fire departments we had a 
multiple other departments. The actual Hex landing was a mutual aid run with 
Monazuma Fire Department. We had Celina Fire Department there, St. Marys Fire 
Department, The Ohio State Water craft patrol, the states park people were also 
there. Our mission was to go out there and the 200 people in the homes that were 
stranded out there we had to get them into the boats and bring them back to shore 
that way they can be transported out of there. It wasn't too bad, but yet those people 
that don't want to go and unfortunate if you get law enforcement involved in order 
getting people removed from their homes when they don't want to go. It's not the 
pretty sight of it but it's for their own safety. Luckily, once they talked to the police 
officers, pretty much everyone cooperated and came out. They started to realize it 
was best thing to leave their homes that way in case anything would happen they 
would be somewhere safe. Well from after that we thought we were done for the 
day, but unfortunately the pager kept going off. (Both Laugh) From there we ran to 
Townview Terrace in St. Marys and down by Wayne Street. We had water flooding 
outwards to where I have never seen on Wayne Street and Oliver Road. It got pretty 
high. Actually covered on Wayne Street under the over past for the train tussle. 
Never saw it full of water before. 
Masonbrink: yeah it was pretty bad. 
Axe: First, we started on Oliver Street actually evacuating some homes and getting 
people off to safety. From there we had to go to Meadow view terrace and I actually 
went door to door making a list who had to go pretty much, meadow view terrace 
we gave them the option to stay or go because it wasn't as bad as the trailer parks 
that we went to. And for the most part everyone wanted to go. I believe out of ninety 
some apartments there were only five apartments that wanted to stay. We went door 
to door made a list and then one round through and back to the first person and said 
come on its time to go and then from there we boated them out twelve people at a 
time back to where it was dry land. We took them to the school bus back to the 
rescue shelter. Probably took use about a good two hours actually to empty out all 
the apartments and transporting back. From there we had another run which took us 
to Greenville Road where we had a car and family get stranded in water. The father 
tried to drive through the flooded road, which you should never try to do. And the 
car stalled out with him, his wife, and three kids in the car I do believe or it could 
have been two kids. I'm not a hundred percent sure on that. So we had to go out 
there and rescue suits and get another boat back out again and transport them back 
to shore. They were all pretty cold and wet when we got them back. After that 
though I think we had the most unique call. We got called to a cat rescue shelter 
actually. It was a complex where they had about three barns. It was at a country 
home where people do these themselves. In the three barns, we found out that they 
had 280 cats. Apparently, cats don't like it when they get wet. (Both Laugh) Luckily, 
all we had to move was a 120 of the cats that were in the deepest part of the barn. 
The others we just let loose and went up into the rafters and were safe. The ones we 
did have to move, first we let them out of the cages because they were getting pretty 
full of water and pretty cold. They started crawling around the rafters. We learned its 
best to get them in a cage right away and transfer them and don't let them crawl 
around. The problem comes trying to catch them again. They don't want to be 
caught. 
Masonbrink: No, once they are caught for the first time; they know. 
Axe: So after the biting and clawing, I never knew a cat could be a viscous as these 
were. We got them all moved to a safety place to another bam that was up out of the 
water. 
Masonbrink: I want to add to that real quick that Aaron and Kerri went out there 
today to take care of them cats and everything with Cheslock and them. They said 
everything was nice and cleaned up and they appreciated what you guys did for 
them. Because I don't know what she would have thought about losing all those cats 
that she deeply loves. 
Axe: Actually they did take about six cats with them I believe the close family cats 
that they really like the most. Unfortunate their house did get some water in there so 
I'm sure they have a lot of clean up to do. 
Masonbrink: oh yeah a lot of the houses do. I hear in your free time, when you have 
free time, you are involved in Cedar Point Screamsters. I know you talked me be 
multiple times about it and sounds like a great event and would love to get involved 
in it with you, but lets tell everyone here what exactly do you do you know and what 
all does it partake in? 
Axe: Cedar Point I've worked there for the past eight years. For Halloweekends, I'm 
what you call a Screamster and was those crazy people that dress up in costume and 
go out and scare the guest on the midways. During the night it's a lot of fun. It's 
really neat. I'm trying to get Adam recruited in doing it one of these times. He get to 
do it, yet get stuck can't do it, but like to do it. But it's really fun because you make 
that person's experience. You can be as creative as you want or not, but to get that 
good quality scare you just need to go all out you know be as crazy as possible, get 
out there jump around, spin around, and be unique be yourself.(Laugh) Every year at 
the park we go to the event more and more. It's fun working with them and 
everyone. The best thing is you have 200 to 300 co workers and they become your 
best friends when you're working at the park for a season. That's just screamsters 
alone. The park actually employees I believe 4,000 seasonal employees, but two to 
three hundred are just in your area. We'll go get make up put on, hang out in the ball 
room there for a good three or four hours before its time to go out. When its time to 
go ·out its game time. We have a pep rally kind ofbefore it. We come out hear what's 
going on; hear the numbers in the park. And just get ready tell them who won the 
best zone, who was the best area, everyone kind of competes and strives to be better 
than the rest of the other zones out there. It's really really really cool. I really enjoy it. 
I've done it eight years like I said and probably go back this year and do it again. It's 
just the friends you make and even in the off season we will have a get together about 
every month head back one way or another. Unfortunately, it's a two and a half hour 
drive to Sandusky, but its well worth it. Also for Cedar Point I've done some 
marketing work for them making some videos, training videos, promotional videos, 
and it's just a lot of fun. On Youtube you can actually find one of the videos I made 
for the park. It's just to get out to the community. They see it; hey, what's this lets go 
check it out. I really enjoy it seeing my work that's out in front of how many people. 
I think I checked it and saw I had maybe fifteen thousand views but that was six or 
seven months ago, so who knows how many it has so far. 
Masonbrink: I want you to know real quick I want to say you know I've gone to 
some of those gathering with you and like during your off season and I mean exactly 
what you said your right you meet great people, good friends. You all click and that 
stuff. I can just tell going there spending that hour or two just hanging out. I can just 
tell how appreciated they are of what you do and everything because you make 
videos of all the different screamsters and everybody, and just love that stuff and the 
pictures and I mean your well involved in it and it's a great experience. 
Axe: Yes, the videos you were saying Adam, I think this past season I probably took 
probably right around twelve thousand pictures actually over the seven weekends of 
halloweekends occurs. I always put them into a slide show for the guys. Charge a 
little bit to cover my time, but really its cheap it's not anything to worry about paying 
for. Five dollars for a two hour long video. People really enjoy it. 
Masonbrink: you have those memories 
Axe: yeah the memories just to share with people that way they can remember it 
over and over. I even have one of the fellow screamsters his grandkids love the video 
so much every time they come over they play the disc. I had to give them actually a 
couple free copies, because I think they went through two or three copies in the DVD 
burner that it played it so many times it just stop working. 
Masonbrink: So out of all these groups and events that you're well busy with, what 
are maybe some obstacles or frustrations you come across? 
Axe: Obstacles are probably like your saying trying to find time to do everything. I'm 
what you call an over achiever. I like to have my hands in everything and help out as 
much as possible. With Djing, working at NKtelco, I'm also a part time college 
student at Rhodes State College. Fire Department, Summerfest, its crazy. It's so 
much going on that have to balance it out, where you can be when. Currently now, I 
kind of slow not doing as much of some of the things like the fire department I still 
attend the runs, but the meetings and stuff I cant make it to unfortunate due to 
school. My education comes first right now. I only have four classes left and after 
that I will get more involved in the fire department again and more areas. 
Masonbrink: Then like Djing you have your slow months of winter and still have 
some weddings you know. 
Axe: yeah exactly spring and fall its amazing how many people get married in those 
months. Just saying June and July every weekend there is something going on. And 
just now we just finished up with the high school play. I'm also involved with St. 
Marys City Schools. The Thespians group and actually the auditorium at the brand 
new high school I'm the technical director out there so anything that comes in 
sound, lights, microphones, people don't know how to run an auditorium, curtains, 
I'm pretty much their go to guy for most of that stuff going on out there. If groups 
come in and running out, I'm the guy they are running the sound for, but for the high 
school play we just finished the sound of music actually. I had so many hours 
involved in that actually. We did set construction, which you actually helped me 
with Adam, many, many hours of it. 
Masonbrink: That was a major big set we had to build. 
Axe: it was pretty crazy. It was a two level set. A bottom level four feet off the 
ground with another level. Then we had a back and the front had arch ways and 
everything it was pretty crazy, doors and stairs. 
Masonbrink: but once it was finished wow it was amazing. 
Axe: Exactly, it was really good. We had so many comments from the people who 
came to see the musical and amazed with how what we constructed. Unfortunately it 
took so much time, but the comments make it all worth wild. We probably had at 
least six seven ten hour days in building this thing, but the way it came out it was 
amazing. After we got the set done, I thought I was clear of nothing else to do, but 
then comes the sound system at the new school that isn't quiet what they thought 
they got. It works well, but some of the microphones could have been better and had 
some interference issues where things would gibe up quiet right. We had some break 
up feed back. There is a lot of learning being their first huge production we done 
there in the new school. We broke a lot of milestones and got past a lot of stuff. 
Fortunately, the middle school going to do Annie their play next in two weeks and 
we found out a lot of things they are going to know to operate the sound system 
effectively. There directors actually operate the stuff for them for that play so it works 
out pretty good. I taught them how to use the equipment, use the lights, and then 
again I'm on call if something breaks or something goes wrong. My phone starts 
ringing and I have to go help them out. Pretty much I'm available for most people 
24/7. I just try to find time. 
Mason brink: That's right, that's the main thing. Now earlier you said your were a 
full time student at Rhodes State, so what's your major that your pursuing in? 
Axe: Well, I kind of changed from here to here. Back after high school I was going 
for computer network engineering, and then after that I decided well, lets try law 
enforcement. You know computers are getting kind of old. I was them all day long; 
actually I worked for the college as a work study. I was responsible for setting up 
projectors carts in classrooms and getting things ready, projector screens, also video 
taping presentations for their online classes the college offers. Like I was saying I was 
on the computer all day long. Actually, I went to school for my classes eight to four 
thirty. Then I wouldn't leave the college till midnight for doing all the other jobs, 
projection carts, set ups, just burnt me out doing the computer things so I switched to 
law enforcement. It was really interesting I think it would be a neat career to get into, 
but it just wasn't my thing. Turned into being I just got tired of being to school, the 
drive to Lima being a half hour everyday, kind ofburnt me out, so took about a two 
or three year break from school. Then I started going back again and I'm really glad 
that I did. I went back to my original degree of computer networking engineering. I 
have four classes left and I should be done. 
Masonbrink: What exactly will you are doing with your degree then? Like will you 
be at an office or in the school? 
Axe: Well actually, I can do multiple things. It is broadening my resume a little bit 
making me look more marketable to employers. Plans are to still stay at NKTelco. I 
really like working there. It's really laid back environment, plus your out in the 
community. I thought about possibility tech coordinator for a school system that 
may happen someday. If something would ever happen with NKTelco. So far, I like 
working there. The people I work with just go really well. I like to keep my options 
open in case something comes up or something happens. 
Mason brink: Yeah you never know when something going to happen. Try to think 
about what else we can talk about with your events here and programs that you have 
done. Which one would you probably say is your most interesting program or event 
that you've been involved in and probably would continue probably I don't know 
throughout the years when you grow up and get married and stuff or whatever? 
Axe: I believe the biggest event that I really like helping out with would be St. Marys 
Summerfest. I've done it for years and years now. Original started out back in high 
school. Always liked going down to the park during summerfest always wanted to 
throw in a hand and help out. Pretty much and it kind of went on from there. Year 
after year I helped out it started picking up trash here and there. Doing the little 
things, and then people start noticing who you are, like I was saying before it starts 
out with the little things and see where you go. Then you help out more and more 
and you meet people, learn names, do a little bit of this, a little bit of that, and just 
growing with that it's amazing on how much people accept you. It's when they know 
your there for a good reason and not there to just screw around, and then from there 
I became a Chairman of a couple events. I'm in charge of photography and 
videography for the summerfest now. I make the random commercials that get aired 
on WLIO the Lima stations here, which is really fun and neat. I DJ and do lights 
and sounds for some of the events. The summerfest Queen Paginate, the little miss 
paginate, are both held at the high school in St. Marys, actually this year it will be at 
the new High School. Where they have the girls competing in the contest, like a 
beauty paginate less. I do light and sound for that, and do some music editing for 
that. It's really a neat thing. I really enjoy doing that. Also, there are a few events, the 
belt sander races; I donate my services for as far as the DJ business. I also donate my 
time for the backseat driver competition. I do sound for the announcing and play 
music during the different skits and events there, and pretty much for Summerfest 
from Thursday until Sunday I'm in the park everyday from eight a.m. until I a.m. 
just helping out and doing everything. It's amazing how much time it actually takes, 
but I really enjoy it and Summerfest is probably the best event that I like the most. 
Masonbrink: It's a great community gathering too. 
Axe: yes, plus the golf carts, its always fun to drive around here and there. The 
fireworks view for the committee members we go out to K C Geiger. It's like a 
tradition all the committee members go out there and watch them from there. You're 
a hundred yards from where they're lighting them off. It's just amazing that close 
show and plus the smile of the kids. 
Mason brink: You talked about the Pageants and everything, and made me also think 
about what you do for the dances in town here too, like Jenny's Dance School I 
think it is? 
Axe: Yep Yep, I do a little bit of work for them, but the biggest people I work for 
would be Kristina's Dance Escape and also Ronda's Vow's School of dance in New 
Bremen. Their both really big dance companies and its amazing what these girls can 
do, the teachers and kids in the studio. Actually, for Kristina's dance I edit all of their 
music. I pretty much get about 40 CD's all at one time have a mixed list where I 
have to edit them down, chop them up, make this song here or replay this song, or 
add this on to this song. It's pretty crazy. From that on, they take the music that they 
play for the recitals, practices. They take the music that I do and dance to that during 
competitions. They win various awards and do a really good job. Its hours and hours 
of editing and mixing but its amazing seeing the dances they put together for the 
music that I put so much time into. The teachers actually are the one's who decide 
what gets mixed and cut where, where I just make it happen with my knowledge on 
the computer and editing programs. 
Mason brink: Just to see and watch the fmal work you know and even the 
expressions from you know the parents receiving the tapes and the kids. Even like 
when you did the TLC Learning Center student programs and each individual 
students picture and everything just having that memory and have something you 
can hold on to instead of just having a mental picture. 
Axe: Exactly, TLC Learning Center, another event that I do at the high school. It's 
like a pre-school class here that does a grade graduation every year at the end at the 
high school in June or July. I forget exactly which month that is. For the past five or 
six years, I've put together a video for them of all the pictures they use in the class, 
from beginning of the year to the end of the year. What the kids have gone through. 
We play that before the graduation ceremony actually and it's amazing how parent's 
faces are glued to the TV s, like oh my gosh my kid did this and oh my gosh look at 
this person, just the smiles and the all around wow. It's just amazing. 
Masonbrink: I know I can relate to that for you doing a video for my grandma and 
grandpa's 50 wedding anniversary and I mean we showed it at the party. I mean all 
the family members loved it and unbelievable how like technology wise and how just 
put it all together and how we took old pictures scanned them and made a 
presentation, and I just remember that moment the tear-jerker for not only my family 
and everybody, but even grandma and grandpa in reflecting on all that wonderful 
years. It's just great how you can just capture all that in one event and episode of 
everything in a presentation. 
Axe: Yes, and didn't you say some people were crying at the end that it was such a 
great you put together there. Actually, Adam did all that work himself. I just gave 
him access to all of my equipment, my computer, the software. 
Mason brink: and the knowledge. 
Axe: yes. The biggest time he spent was scanning pictures he was in here for a 
probably a good two or three hours one day just scanning picture after picture after 
picture. But after all that hard work, you see in the end how it all works out. The 
TLC video is the same way. Scanning pictures and putting it together. 
Masonbrink: great events. 
Axe: how many years have your grandparents been married Adam? 
Masonbrink: It would be 52 years now. So two years since we made that. 
Axe: wow 
Masonbrink: I'm sorry about that we had to replace our battery there. So it's great to 
have extra equipment and become prepared so we had our checklist with us. 
Axe: exactly, technology fails (Both Laugh) 
Masonbrink: Lets take an in depth look here on some of these groups, activities, and 
events that you partake in. So what exactly does your day consist of when you have 
that whole week of summerfest? 
Axe: well, summerfest is a huge event. It's amazing how many people come to the 
park and what we all do. It's pretty much we plan for it. It takes a full year of 
planning just for that weekend. A soon as one summerfest ends, we start planning for 
the next one right away. The month right afterwards, we start having our meetings. 
We have monthly meetings. Different people pretty much in the way it comes 
togetheris everyone gets a certain event like all the different events like Sk run like 
you do yourself 
Masonbrink: ummm hmmm 
Axe: back seat driver, the diaper derby, softball tournaments, every event has its own 
chair person. They get that event around, sets things up, contacts the right people. 
Even fireworks has a chairperson, because people just love the fireworks you know 
like all the different events is so much work, so much time invested by so many 
people. It's just amazing how it comes together. But our monthly meetings all these 
people come together. We talk and communicate and make sure we are on plan. We 
have the chair person of summerfest, the overall chair. I haven't done that yet, but 
my future plans are to hopefully become that. Be the person in charge kind of you 
know when everyone looks at you and your making this happen. It's just a really 
cool thing. At the meetings everyone talks back to you, tells you where they are, if 
someone needs help with certain events or getting things around and ready everyone 
is there to throw in a hand and help out. That's probably the first sex seven months 
maybe before summerfest. Once we get closer, we go to having weekly meetings, and 
sometimes even a week before summerfest we're in there about everyday just talking 
about whets going on, making sure everything is lined up, making sure everything is 
going to work for us. People are where they need to have it. Everything is double 
checking dates, are the bands going to be there? Is everything set up? Is the beer 
ordered? Summerfest beer is a big thing. It's actually one of the highest sales that 
come from. He draws hundreds if not probably thousands of people in the park for 
that weekend. I know we draw thousands in, but when summerfest week finally 
comes around, were out there Tuesday usually starting to get things set up and 
moved around the park. Wednesday the tents go up. So on Tuesdays, all the pipes 
water gets marked. Everything kind of gets laid out and around. Wednesday the tents 
come and they come put them up. Restrooms come in; the rides start getting set up 
actually. The fences get put up, and kind of a neat thing is for the set up it takes so 
much work so many people that you bring in some kids on probation they've done 
some bad things. Just to do some community service you know to work off their time 
that got put towards them. Some of the kids aren't so great, but a lot of the kids are 
good kids still and want to help out. They actually at the end of it enjoy helping so 
much with summerfest. Next year probably two maybe a third of them are going to 
come back and help out even though they don't have to be there. They just enjoy 
helping out the community that much, and just want to be part that again. They help 
out the majority of the work. We have the National Guard come in a little bit when 
they are available. Do some of the heavy stuff. Fences are bad, because you have to 
pound so many fence posts. You wouldn't imagine how many it takes, every ten foot 
around the entire park. It's just pretty crazy. Fence posts aren't the most terrible thing 
to do though. Probably the worst part would be moving the picnic tables 
Masonbrink: yes, tons and tons of picnic tables. 
Axe: Yeah, we rent a lot of them actually. We bring in probably 200 of them that we 
rent, but then we have another hundred that we actually own as for summerfest. Our 
committee owns, and pretty much when the guys who built those, built those built 
them to last. Their thick, their heavy, (laugh) you know you're picking them up. The 
hog roaster ones that come in the tables we rent from them you can carry two at a 
time with not a problem. Ours it may take two guys to carry one at a time. It's pretty 
crazy. Thursday we're setting up, getting the tents out, we start with Supper and 
Sounds in the park, which is the good event. People come together, unfortunately the 
last three years I believe we have been rained out. It's usually a pretty wet time there 
in August, but its just people come together, some great food, some great music 
actually. Trying to think of what band that comes in I think Sounds of AC Swing 
possibly is the jazz band that comes in. Instruments, trumpets, they do an awesome 
job. It's amazing the talent we can bring to summerfest in the park, the bands the 
groups, just bring people back year after year. Night time during summerfest, the 
park is packed. There are tons of people there. Beer tent's packed their sale in. The 
general area is packed. The kids and game rides area is packed. It's just amazing. 
Fortunately this past year we were down on our sales a little bit, but hopefully this 
year we will get better and more marketing. Big thing is adverting. We're out in the 
community trying to get advertisers, but times are time money is hard to come by. 
Unfortunately having an event it does take money too. 
Masonbrink: and it didn't help having Bremen the next town over, had theirs the 
same weekend, so had a little conflict there. 
Axe: Exactly, exact same time. It's just bad timing and the way things happen. 
Usually they are different weekend and we can pull more people and other people, 
but as far as all the members, committee members, the chair members we make 
nothing. We make nothing, we donate our time, and it's all volunteer work. It just 
feels good inside when you're helping out other people. Like you were saying their 
Supper and Sounds, Friday we kick off the event. Then Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday you're in the park. You pretty much never leave, but it's a good time you 
know. You get one shirt usually, or two shirts actually, and making those shirts last 
the four day its kind of tough sometimes. (Both Laugh) You get pretty dirty actually 
with hands on stuff. Doing this, doing that, you're always doing something. Pretty 
much I hang out by the trailer. I'm usually not there very often, because someone 
grabs you and says hey lets do this, lets go do that, lets set up for this, lets go check 
out the 5k run path, you know is it clear? We are doing a tri-etalon here or block 
traffic here. 
Masonbrink: then you guys have the parade. Which I'm sure everybody is up and 
involved in making it run smooth. 
Axe: yeah the parade, pretty much our entire group has to leave the park a few of us 
stay back and take charge of everything still. It's amazing the number of people it 
takes to organize the parade. We go out to the Goodyear parking lot and line up all 
the vehicles. Usually about three to four hours before it actually starts we have 
people out there in line and lined up and ready to go. It's just amazing the amount of 
time and blocking off all the roads. Just going through you know kid's smiles, the 
candy, you know it's just a great atmosphere and it really brings a lot to our event I 
do believe. 
Masonbrink: and you have other towns that bring in their fire departments , and 
bands, all their social activities come in just to show and represent their town. 
Axe: yup, I use to be in the parade myself with the DJ business, but anymore it's just 
been too busy. It's just craziness there. I actually, I do DJ during the parade now for 
a party on Wayne Street there Bruce-A-Palooza . It's a party that Bruce Goubeau 
puts on. Just a bunch of us hanging out and having fun. I believe you've been to 
them the last couple years Adam? It's just a hog roast. Everyone comes together, 
brings a cover dish. I bring my speakers. It's my donation to the event, a few lights 
here and there. It's just a great time; it's a lot of fun we get t-shirts made up. Just a 
time to relax, let loose, who cares what you say you know, it just kind of a lot of fun. 
It's really a good time during the weekend, chill have a good time. I usually spend 
my little bit of my Saturday night down there for that event. We have a big screen 
that we use at that event too where we do some cartoons out for one night for the 
kids. The families and everyone just watch movies out back. We use it for some 
other event that we will talk about her later on. It's just amazing; it's giving it back 
that way. I'm not getting paid anything, but yet just seeing the smiles and the way 
people actually appreciate it and the thank you(s) that you get from everyone. It's 
just amazing. Well yeah back in the park its after the parade we go there and 
Sundays our last day actually were all winding down and all beat from the weekend. 
For us , our day is not over, at the end of Sunday after the fireworks , we come back 
into the park and everything needs to be cleaned up and taken down and swept, 
raked and everything. Usually we start by cutting down all the signs everywhere, 
taking fences down and rolling them up. Moving all the picnic tables to the street 
that way the next day they're ready to be picked up by the people that need to take 
them back, then pulling fence posts. Fortunately, the last couple years we had a fork 
lift so you just wrap a chain around the pole and pull and pick it up with the fork lift. 
So just yank it up and out of there is a lot easier than pulling it out by hand. We did 
that a few years , but you learn pretty quick to not do it that way too long. That's 
Sunday night, we're taking our banner sign down everything. Most of us, actually I 
end up taking two days off of work to help out with the event. Actually three days, I 
take off Thursday Friday and Monday. Just so I can be in the park and helping out. 
Usually that Monday we are taking picnic tables back to places, just a final clean up, 
take back everything we borrowed, ice machines go back to the place we got them, 
load up the golf carts take them back out to the golf course, they actually let us 
borrow those for the weekend. 
Masonbrink: A lot of people don't realize, you know it takes that much time, 
dedication, man power, to put an event this big on. Even when it's like you said 
seven months away from it your still preparing it and make sure it gets organized, 
and boom that weekend everything runs smoothly. 
Axe: exactly it's a year of planning and a good solid hard week full of work, just to 
pull it off. It's worth it in the end. 
Masonbrink: So, that's one of the town's big community events and I know we've 
had some churches that do some small group events. Will you tell us a little bit what 
you do there you know many compare contrast a little bit the two? 
Axe: I'm a member of the Holy Rosary Catholic Church here in St. Marys. Some of 
the events we do their every now and then we'll host a church picnic here and there. 
Last one we did I believe was at the fair grounds were I did some sound music for 
them. We had some singers that came in. Some square dancing and square dancing 
people come in which was really neat. It was a challenge kind of because they all had 
their own equipment and wanted me to tie it into my equipment too to make it work. 
First you know kind of scratching our head, but we eventually found a way to make 
it work. Toughest part was with the singers that came in, I believe we had six people, 
we had everyone do their own microphone you couldn't share, but in the end got 
some extra equipment ahead of time spent a little money for an event that I'm not 
making anything off of. It was amazing how it turned out. Everything hooked up 
worked great. The equipment I'll use in the future and nice to have it available for 
when I need it. That was a lot of fun actually. Seeing all the families that I know, the 
people you see in church are thanking you for your help and dedication for making 
the event better. 
Mason brink: Were going to take a little switch here from your community 
involvement to as the whole city as a whole, to like families and you know people 
getting married and your DJ and stuff. What are some of the task it takes for you, I 
mean they have their wedding day; you have to have your cameras ready for 
recording and stuff. So what all exactly do you have to do to prepare for that? 
Axe: exactly, a wedding people actually think you show up and play music. It's 
actually far from that. Its amazing amount of work and planning that goes into doing 
a wedding. Bride and Groom call me usually on a phone for a half hour just 
explaining what I do, how things are ran, what I need to figure out, all the details 
and everything. From that point, I would send the bride and groom a contract in the 
mail along with the wedding planning papers. The contract pretty much state the 
date, where it's at, when it's going to happen, and everything going on the details, 
that way it's in paper. We're both bound by a contract. Just to cover them and also 
cover myself. The papers that go with them actually the basic papers you know what 
you fill out, the wedding party information and music information. Unlike most 
other DJ's, I send out send out a song request paper which I find, think is the best 
way to go. Other DJ's don't send them out. Song request the way it works is you 
have the bride and groom write down every song they want to hear the night of the 
wedding. That way you know you play the music that they want to hear. I think it's 
silly to play like what you want to hear when it's their special day. 
Masonrbink: And they might even have a special song that means something to 
them, and you have that available for them. 
Axe: Exactly, I have three pages of music that comes back. They unusually star or 
highlight the songs close to them. It's amazing how many songs they want to hear 
that I don't already have yet. So I have to go out and purchase the CD's a head of 
time, which is just more time involved. It's just the best way to go that way you 
know you're playing what they want to hear. Once you get all that back, it's pretty 
much wait until the wedding. Usually a few days in advance I'll get all my 
equipment out and test it, make sure it works. It's amazing a half hour or quick little 
test takes a half hour or forty five minutes to get done. Pull it out. Hook it up. It's just 
an amazing amount of time it actually takes. Day of the wedding, usually I get to the 
hall about hour and half two hours before it starts to get set up. My goal is to be set 
up before anyone actually comes into the hall. That way you're not a distraction or 
disturbance to the guest coming to the event. Let me see something here really quick. 
Okay, not yet. You get set up and your not a distraction to the people and you know 
it's their special day and about the bride and groom and not you. 
Masonbrink:~ght 
Axe: so I'm set up and ready to go when I get there. Ill play dinner music for their 
guest. I'll also, when they arrive do introductions where we introduce the bride and 
groom and the wedding parties, the parents all come in together. From there we 
usually go a head and do the cake cutting. After the cake cutting I try to get the bride 
and groom and party to the head table. Then we will do the toast, the prayer, and go 
right into dinner. Being the DJ at an event, I find it best that you try to control the 
event as much as possible. When I get there before anybody else, I talk to the caters, 
talk to the videographer, ill talk to the photographers, my goal is to correlate 
everything with everyone there so that its flows as smooth as possible and there is no 
events that come up. Half the time I even end up myself cleaning up like the food 
serving table, because the bride and groom forgot to appoint someone to do that, or 
even serving the champagne. Little things like that are overlooked. Me as a DJ, most 
guys would go ahead and do it though, but I'll get it out there, I'll get it going and 
keep the night rolling. Try to make it as smooth for the bride and groom as possible 
so they don't have to worry about all the little things. 
Masonbrink: How many weddings would you have you have to say, just an estimate, 
have you done in your career so far being a DJ? 
Axe: actually I haven't counted them before but probably a good 60 to 70 weddings 
total. It's been quiet a few. The funny thing is I haven't done much advertising. It's 
all been word of mouth. I've never had a bad complaint from one person yet. It's just 
amazing how much people like it and not bad complains ever. Maybe well it could 
have been louder here, but never been told it's been too loud. As soon as they come 
up to us, talk to us, we will do whatever they want us to do pretty much. Biggest 
thing is though some people don't like it but any music with profanity, I won't play. 
Unfortunately, it makes me look bad as a company. Maybe they want to hear it, yet 
the grandparents there don't want to hear it. 
Masonbrink: Right and you have to make sure you look out for your company too. 
Axe: Yup, Some of the newer rap music, we won't play up front. I usually 
recommend let wait till your grandparents leave later on. We'll play some of it and 
then again I have the edited versions. Sometimes people don't like that, its edited but 
its just something you have to deal and I just want to keep myself looking good and 
not look like a bad DJ because it' s amazing how much your image reflects on other 
people. 
Masonbrink: Right, We are going to refer back to what we talked about the big 
screen earlier, for Bruce-A-Polooza. What other events did you want to talk about 
which you involved the big screen in? I know we had some parties here before and 
other gatherings, so you want to elaborate on those? 
Axe: Every year, actually once or twice a year I try to do it. We do a big screen party 
here at my parent's house. We do a Buckeyes party and a Cincinnati Reds party. The 
Reds usually vary how they are playing, which lately hasn't been too good, 
unfortunately. Buckeye parties it doesn't matter how they are playing it's the 
buckeyes everyone wants to watch them. 
Masonbrink: that's right! 
Axe: It's pretty crazy actually. We will line our yard as like a football field. I think 
it's at what was it? A yard to one foot scale where it's actually legit lay out. Adam 
has helped me paint some nights out there two in the morning painting the yard so 
it's ready for the party the next day. Set up some tents some other stuff. Usually we 
will have 60 to 70 people show up just to watch the Buckeye game on the big screen. 
The screen is huge. Its ten feet tall by twenty feet wide, projectors up on it. We have 
big speakers you can hear what's going on. During the halftime, we play some 
music have some flashy lights that I use for DJing we just pull outside and do it. The 
biggest thing is a lot of the kids that come don't really care that much about football , 
unfortunately. What I do is in our garage, I get some stuff out for the kids. I have a 
snow cone machine, cotton candy machine, we make popcorn. It's amazing how 
much kids actually enjoy making these things themselves. Their in there making 
cotton candy, snow cones, I have the big industrial pumps you know. We could 
make snow cone after snow cone and keeps on going. I find myself most of the time 
not watching much of the game unfortunately, but I'm in the garage with the kids 
helping them with everything making things get ready. Just to make sure they are 
having a good time too. The parents are out watching the game and I'm in there 
helping them out, which I really enjoy a lot too. Many of them are my little cousins, 
some of the neighbor kids. Even have the police officers stopped over sometimes, not 
to yell at us , but yet my uncle is one of the St Marys police officer so we have them 
invited the guys on shift over. They come to the garage get some hot dogs have some 
food and see what were doing too. 
Masonbrink: Enjoy the event man that's what it's all about. 
Axe: Exactly, just bring people together and have a great time. 
Mason brink: I've been coming to these events and stuff and you see it in their eyes 
the little kids you know. All brighten up smiled and I mean you know that makes 
theirday, and that could have been something that they didn't have going on that 
evening and here you know you have a great evening event going on and families 
and friends all gathering. 
Axe: Exactly, my little cousins sometimes ask when the next party at Doug's house 
is. We want some more cotton candy. We want some snow cones. (Both Laugh) 
Just seeing them with a smile and having fun . 
Masonbrink: oh yeah great experiences. 
Axe: This year I may involve the photo boot too, which I'm sure people will love. I 
could do a Buckeye border at the bottom of it. Its just you get inside press the button. 
It tells you smile one, two, three; smile one, two, and three; does it four times. Prints 
four pictures out and people it's just amazing. The photo booth you just think its 
something kind of corny and cheesy but the smile and reactions . It actually records a 
picture you can see of everyone that has been in there the entire night. 
Masonbrink: ummm hhhmmm 
Axe: Just the way the kid's response and act. It's amazing how much fun these 
people have in here and some of the goofy things you see them do. When they don't 
know you're looking afterwards. The bride and groom, even with the wedding the 
bride and groom get a copy of everything that was taken at the wedding. They really 
enjoy that too because a guest book is fun you know you can write the names down, 
but the photo guest book is where it's really at. It's getting really popular. 
Masonbrink: Like they say a picture says a thousand words. 
Axe: Exactly, and sometimes more. (Both Laugh) 
(Pause) 
Axe: yeah with the schools too that you were talking about Adam, I do school 
dances, help out with prom, help out with after prom. Dances are a lot of fun you 
know unfortunately, I'm getting a little bit order where it's getting tougher to do the 
dances. I don't quiet have all the music they want to hear. I have a good variety. I 
purchase all the Now CD's which keeps me with all the newer stuff, but sometimes 
you just don't have what they want to hear which makes it tough, but yet schools I 
do the same thing. Give them a request list, kind of fill out what you want to hear. 
The hardest thing is with schools, unlike weddings you have to listen to the entire 
request list first, because it's amazing to what kids will request that is completely 
inappropriate for school. 
Masonbrink: Right because their age group has been listen to it. 
Axe: Exactly yeah, after prom at the high school, I've been helping out with that 
probably ever since I went to after prom actually from 2002 until now is 2011. I go 
they actually have ultrasound special events out of Delphos, Ohio come in and do 
their events for them. They bring in the big inflatable, and mechanical bulls, and I 
just go help set up. I actually fmd inflatable really interesting. I thought about 
possibly bringing my DJ business into using something like that, but its amazing the 
cost involved with that. It's even one unit one inflatable is going to cost you twelve 
hundred dollars a year for insurance, so yet its got to be rented out three of four times 
to just cover your insurance which I'm not ready to make that big jump yet to do 
that. 
Masonrbink: right 
Axe: but yet the smiles, but we 'll see if that happens or not 
Mason brink: Liability, is a big factor 
Axe: Exactly, liability they can come back and take you for all your worth 
unfortunately. (Both Laugh) Back to after prom though, I go in there donate my 
time. I'm not paid anything. I help set up and do slides. It's amazing you think they 
are light, their full of air. They can't be heavy, but actually these things they weight 
like five hundreds of pounds a piece. You're lugging them dragging them. It's a lot of 
work, but we're their three hours before its starts pulling slides around, setting up 
inflatable, hooking up blowers, setting up mechanical bulls. Just the amount of fun 
you see these high school kids have. I really like being involved in the school. It's a 
lot of fun . Not this past year, but the year before I operated the mechanical bull. This 
was pretty fun because its just amazing knowing all these kids up there, you're just 
throwing them off the bull, back and fourth. It's there reactions and the little revenge 
back at them. I think one year you were up there you were in a human bowling ball 
and I was rolling you around down the lane. 
Masonbrink: yep, and I know its great that you get involved in the school activities 
and everything because like after-prom you lived that experience and have the 
memories and fulfilled them and stuff. Now you get to share that with the kids and 
make sure they have great memories themselves throughout their high school years. 
Axe: exactly, and I think a piece of me doesn't want to grow up just quiet yet so I 
keep going back and helping them. 
Masonbrink: you have to be a kid at heart. 
Axe: you know and I had a great time you know it's the time of your life in high 
school and just recreating that experience like you said for the youth the kids . 
Mason brink: I'd like to thank you Doug for sharing with us your activities and your 
involvement in your community. And I just have one last question for you; I mean 
anything that just comes to your mind right now. What would be some words of 
Wisdom for the youth out there or anybody in particular to get them involved or 
started in community activities? 
Axe: Like I said again Adam, I would say get out there. Get involved. Best thing is 
fmd a person involved in it. Just kind of go with it. Events have dinners here and 
their, where you can go find out what their about. Hang out chit chat. Find out the 
events they do. Also in the community things you see happening, go out and kind of 
browse around and ask questions: What is this? Who put this on? How can I become 
part of this? Just kind of get yourself out there and get yourself involved as much as 
possible. Plus things you want to, things you're already involved in already just stick 
with it. Just keep helping out you know. People always out there always want help. 
There are also programs Bid Brother Big Sister out there I believe your sister-in-law, 
Kerri, does that. 
Masonbrink: yep. 
Doug: those kids, it's just getting out there helping them you know. It's amazing how 
much you can influence their life and just help out. 
Masonbrink: you're the one who makes a difference. 
Axe, exactly, making a difference for people is the biggest thing. The satisfaction you 
get from doing something like that. It's just amazing. If anyone ever needs help you 
know just get out there and things you go to like I said just ask around, helping out, 
if it takes just picking up trash, get involved. Start doing that, eventually someone 
will notice you and hey what's up? Who are you? Let's go do this? Want to help out 
more? Let's do this? The more and more you help out, the more and more people 
begin to notice you. It's just amazing and you see your friends, family, you know 
pull them in. I know I pulled you in the high school helping build the set for the play 
you know and how many hours there. DJing here and there and setting up for these 
parties. You probably enjoy helping out helping out in the community a little bit here 
and there. Summerfest I believed I've had to help with a few things here and there. 
Masonbrink: And I mean I met new people and just a great experience. 
Axe: and with the screamsters I bring you to some of the parties and I almost got him 
to join. Where going to see about this next year here if I can get him there. His 
school schedule has been busy he keeps saying 
Masonbrink: school schedule and work. 
Axe: Were going to get it one of these times though. 
Masonbrink: But again Doug, I thank you, I appreciate you taking this time for an 
intereview out of your busy schedule. 
Axe: unfortunately finals are next not this coming week but the following week just 
like you so its crunch time I have to get ready. 
Mason brink: Alright, thank you sir (hand shake) 
Axe: Thank you Adam, if you ever need help in the community or want to do 
something, just let me know. 
Masonbrink: alright, why thank you 
Axe: thank you sir, have a great day. 
